
ITINERARIES

SAFETY ALWAYS COMES FIRST!

The itineraries may vary according to the weather
conditions and will be defined only on board. For
everyone’s safety, the final decision is up to the
Captain and the Boat Manager! Everything possible
will be done, but there is no guarantee of diving in
specific sites.

ALSO IDEAL FOR NON-DIVING GUESTS

Guests who do not practice scuba diving, on a daily
basis two of the following activities are guaranteed:
snorkeling, descent on a sand bank, visiting desert
and inhabited islands, bottom fishing or trolling in
addition to the other rental services available on
board such as jet ski, slide and inflatable pool. These
activities can be chosen based on what the atolls
touched along the way have to offer, the weather
conditions and the sea currents.

FOR CERTIFIED DIVERS
(minimum AOWD or equivalent)

FOR CERTIFIED DIVERS
(minimum OWD or equivalent)

ALSO IDEAL FOR NON-DIVING GUESTS

Guests who do not practice scuba diving, on a daily
basis two of the following activities are guaranteed:
snorkeling, descent on a sand bank, visiting desert
and inhabited islands, bottom fishing or trolling in
addition to the other rental services available on
board such as jet ski, slide and inflatable pool. These
activities can be chosen based on what the atolls
touched along the way have to offer, the weather
conditions and the sea currents.

CENTRAL ATOLLS - 8 DAYS
/ 7 NIGHTS L

CENTRAL ATOLLS - 11 DAYS
/ 10 NIGHTS L

Port of embarkation: Gan
Port of disembarkation: Gan

For certified divers (minimum AOWD or
equivalent) 2/3 accompanied dives per day
are included, with the use of cylinders and

weights (total 15/17 dives per week).

Day 1

Upon arrival in GAN, transfer to the M / Y
PRINCESS SARA. Accommodation in a
DOUBLE CABIN with full board, water with
meals, tea and American coffee.

Day 2-7

In Fuvahmulah atoll it is possible to dive with
the big tigers that rise from the deep waters
almost to the surface. On the outer plateau,
schools of hammerheads, gray sharks, thresher
and silky sharks live. It is not difficult for them to
be accompanied by an encounter with great
whale sharks. These are moderately
demanding dives and suitable for those who
are fond of big fish.

The Addu atoll also offers special encounters
among which the oceanic manta rays that live
there in all seasons stand out. Here, too, it is
possible to meet tiger, gray, white tip and silky
sharks.

The currents coming from the ocean bring a
large amount of nutrients, attracting many
shoal fish, tuna, jacks, barracudas, but also
fusiliers, snappers and butterfly fish. Thanks to
the presence of these palatable preys, large
predators such as sharks and giant groupers
also come. Sometimes, with a little luck, you
can also meet sailfish. Groups of dolphins swim
and play around the dhony and the boat, rarer
(unfortunately) is to meet them underwater!

Suvadiva has intact reefs with corals that
completely cover the seabed, creating gardens
of incredible beauty that can be appreciated
both in scuba diving and only with fins and
mask. The currents are often quite strong in
these areas, and the water has carved out caves
where corals, fish and invertebrates live. The
amount of sharks is truly incredible as is the
reef fish. Excellent for deep sea fishing (sailfish,
wahoo, tuna, barracuda and lampughe) and
bottom fishing (snapper, grouper etc).

The itinerary is indicative and may be subject to
changes depending on the weather and sea
conditions.

Day 8

Disembarkation in the morning and transfer to
the airport for the return flight to Italy.

 

NB: To ensure the safety of all guests on board
and the crew, in the event of adverse weather
and sea conditions, the itinerary described
above can be changed at any time by the
captain of the boat and the Boat Manager.

TIGER SHARK SOUTH
ATOLLS K

EXTREME SOUTH -
CENTER: ADDU - MALE L

CENTER - EXTREME
SOUTH: MALE - ADDU L

MALE-SUVADIVA-MALE - 12
NIGHTS L

BOOKING !

MASTRO VIAGGIATORE S.R.L .
Tour Operator

P.IVA 10541650015

Condizioni Generali
Modulo Informativo
Ass. Medico - Bagaglio
DIP - Ass. Integrativa
Fasc. Inf. - Ass. Integrativa

Privacy Policy
 

Cookie Policy

Aderiamo a

CONTACTS
Via Vassalli Eandi 18, Torino 10138

(by appointment only)
Ph: +39 011 5361930

Fax: +39 011 5363054
h:9am-6pm local time mon-fri

info@mastroviaggiatore.it

  

Contact Us!
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https://mastroviaggiatore.it/Mastro-Viaggiatore-Condizioni-Generali-09-20.pdf
https://mastroviaggiatore.it/Mastro-Viaggiatore-Allegato-A-modulo-informativo-09-20.pdf
https://mastroviaggiatore.it/assicurazioni/MV-AXA-Sintesi-polizza-inclusa-136255.pdf
https://mastroviaggiatore.it/assicurazioni/20200901-DIP-POL-100245521-MASTROVIAGGIATORE.pdf
https://mastroviaggiatore.it/assicurazioni/20200901-FascInfo-100245521-MastroViaggiatoreFac.pdf
http://www.fondovacanzefelici.it/
https://mastroviaggiatore.it/
https://outlook.office365.com/owa/calendar/MastroViaggiatore@mastroviaggiatore.it/bookings/
mailto:info@mastroviaggiatore.it
https://www.facebook.com/mastro.sommerso.community
https://www.instagram.com/mastrosommerso/
mailto:mastrodivingfleet@mastroviaggiatore.it

